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FACTOR PRICE STABILIZATION WITH
FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION

B RICHARD J. GIutERT*

flrms mat al/apt tojoswr price uncerlainhi' 6, choosing a productiot, ih'chno/og that permits
jiexibiliti' in she choice of inputs. This paper shows that under sonic conditions, including ra-
tional expectations on i/iC part of ilei'own-makers. adjusi,nen,s in the chou'e of technique
mat' neu:ral,:e the eflect of a hut/er stock on the long-run price d,ctnhuiion of a eomn,odrii'
used ac a factor of production..onethelesc. a stabilization program could hare desirable IC/-
fare e..eczs if producers are risk-averse and if the cosi of the stahilizaijon program is not too
large.

I. INTRODUCTION

The literature on commodity price stabilization programs deals primarily
with their objectives and design. The problem of formulating polic ob-
jectives includes the analysis of distribukional impacts of stabilization
programs (Massell [1969], Tisdell [1969], Turnovsky [1976], Newbery
[1976,7], i.e. whether producer or consumers gain from the program, and
by how much. McKinnor, [1967] and Newbery [1977] have explored the
general consequences of alternative stabilization schemes such as buffer
stocks and forward markets, and a number of authors have applied sto-
chastic control techniques to simulate the outcome of particular stabiliza-
tion programs (e.g. Kim, Goreux and Kendrick [1974) for cocoa and
Pindyck [1973)).

This paper examines a component of the market that has been largely
ignored in discussions of commodity stabilization policies, namely the
interaction between the stabilization program and a firm's efficient pro-
duction technology. The result is simple, but not without some impor-
tance. The production technology employed by firms in general depends
on the distribution of input prices. If input prices fluctuate widely, a
technology that affords some flexibility may be used. A program that re-
duces this price variability may also reduce the incentive to employ a
flexible process, The result may be a less elastic derived demand for the
primary commodity, which would increase its price variability,

This is a very loose statement of the results. Section 2 presents a
model based on a fixed proportions production technology. Conditions
on alternative production processes are derived for which attempts at

Sihis research was supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF Grant S0072-
08822) and the National Bureau of Economic Research. I wish to thank David Nesber',.
Roy Radner. Joseph Stiglitz, and the participants of the sixth NBER workshop on Control
'and Economics for helpful advice and discussion.
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partial stahilitation h ineafls of a huller stock has no ellet Oil the eqili.
lihrium price distribution, the equiiihrium price dictrihtitwn alter j.
plenientation ol a huller stock is itleiit:cai to the distribution helore the
stahihtation program, although In the short run the huller stock fli;i .

efkctive in reducine price lliictuatiois Ibis is not a ceneral result htit
rather an example x hose purpose is to alert those involved in the

desiep
oleonin'ioditv stahili,ation programs to the poteiitiiil importance of iiìpti
substit utmorl ifl production.

2. Ii ii f1Oi)Ii

Since the point ol this paper Is to l!ustrate the possibk extent of
factor substitution in proouetion and its consequences br stahilj,at on
programs. it is sufficient to consider a simple ateniporal model. We

make
the following assumptions.

A. I lactor Suppli

There is only one risky factor oh production. The supply
UnCertajnt

is in ultiphicatmve. and given by

(I) = J"( pl.
where a is a random variable with mean equal to one.

The next assumption concerns the production possihilit set of each
firm that uses the risky factor of production. Restricting attention to one
industry with identical firms simplifies accounting, although the results
depend on induced substitution by firms in ait industries.

A .2 I'roelueiwn

Alt lirrns have the same technology set for production of the output.
q. There are two fixed proportions techniques:

q = inin(aAA'.aJ. ')
(2h) q = nhin(hAb,bI V ).

Each technique makes use of a separate capital and variable input
The 1echnolog is putty-clay: capital is variable cx ante hut froien in
place cx post. The industry is assumed competitive. So that each agent
takes prices as given. !)eline the normalized prices,

normalized price of K0

r,,
p(K1.)

normalized price of A1.

(2a)
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By assumption, only is a random variable, and all other prices are con-
stant. That is, the supply of all other factors is infinitely elastic. This as-
sumption ill he reconsidered in the discussion that follows.'

Agents ntaxinlize profits taking prices as given, and it is assumed that
the distribution of' prices is known. If the nature of the stochastic distur-
bances is stationary, it is not unreasonable to expect that the industry will
achieve an equilibrium that is conSiStent, or rational, in the sense sug-
gested by NI tith (1961] and described by Radner [19711 and Grossman
1975]. The equilibrium is such that the price distribution generated h' the

aggregate decisions of the agents is the same distribution each took as
given in the production decision. In this case, the price . depends on the
state of nature. 0. and the total industry demand f'or the factor. It sinipli-
ties matters to assume that U takes on only two values, 0 with probability
a and 0 with probability I - a. where (2 > (1, -

Suppose the equilibrium is such that sonic of the time exceeds p
and some of' the time the converse is true. If firms had installed any ca-
pacity of' type (2b). it would be used whenever a > Ph. Assume for the
moment that industry output is fixed at Q. Each firm and therefore the
total industry, must decide on the amount of capacity, X and X5 (where

X is the total output from process (2a) and similarly for X5) in order to
minimize expected total costs.

('(Qo) = mm (raXa + r5X,, ± o( PoF + p(0i. Qo - - A5))
. S

+ (I a)(pj(02, A'a),' + p5(Q,,

The minimization is subject to the constraint that

X, + X, > Q.
The problem described b' (3) requires some explaining. It is assumed

th at

'The iiiIe industrs is an illustration of the eneraI problem considered in this paper.
the use @1 cotion is opposed to ss n thet iC materials calls I or sonies'. hai di Iterent ni ach i ie,s -
the investment iii capital equipment ol either is pe '.'.til depend on the relatise prices 01 cot-
ton and ss nthetie sam. In recent sears, the supply 01 cotton has been more '.Iai,Iei,an
thai of ss nthet,cs

Another e'.aiiiple is eleetrie,is generailon plants that mas he designed to burn either
coal or oil is i th d,tIc rent capacities. hut once constructed the Ca pacit es eaiinot he ch,,iiied
iii the short run.
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Of course this need not hold, hut ' itliout this assumptioil for ni..
X there is no possibility for flexible production. I is also LIiider.tood

that

O '.V '

() ':1 .V,,

The necessary conditions for efficient production are o ii

r, + (I - (n)( p(Th,X) Ph) A

and X > 0 ii

+ (i( Ph - ji ) A,

where A is the shadow price of the eapacit constraint. (4).
There arc a number of FOCCSS con figurations that could he eflicient

lithe industry is the so!e user of the input, it s rcason;l ble (hut of cour
not necessary) to expect an ;nterior SOlUtIOn where

: O and X, Q.
This would imply equality in (5) and (6L If'

A + X >

there is excess capacity in the industry. Note that whether or not there is
excess capacity,

r + = rh + Ph

at an interior solution, where j is the expected equilibrium price of
.

The expected cost of' using either technology to produce a given output.
q, is the sanie, hich suggests that it is not necessary for an individual
firm to employ both processes. If there is excess capacity at the industr
equilibrium some firms must invest in more capacit than is necessar'. to
producc the desired output h either employing both techniques or one
with excess capacity. In either case, at the efficient equilibrium any one

firm would have an incentive to trim away the excess fat, hut if all finns
eliminated excess capacit, there would he an incentive to reinvest in
either one process or the other. In other words, s'. ith excess capacity, the

rational expectations equilibrium is stable: hut ii agents' behavior ere

Nash, taking prices as given and ignoring the effects of' total industrb
demand, the equilibrium would not he stable. If' individual production
units each purchase a large share of the total output of l', the Nash
instability with its consequent loss of ef1icienc is less likel because each
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firm would be more aware of the effects of its demand on the price dis-
tribution. For this reason, there may he a bias toward horitontal integra-
tion when the environment and technology are such that excess capacit
affurds cost-reducing lieAIbilit\.

3 }:(c oi BUFFER STocKs

A butler stock generally refers to a program of open market pur-
chases and sales with the intent of reducing the variability of supply or
market price. A more precise description of a butler stock program is a
policy function, B(p. U), which gives the net purchase of the butler stock
as a function of the market price and the observable slate of nature. A
balanced buffer stock leaves the mean market supply unchanged, and it
is clear from the elementary theory of random walks that a huller stock
must he balanced if it is to remain operative indefinitely (this is proved
formally in Townsend [1977]).

If the butler stock policy function is B( p.0). the net market supply
of the variable factor is

V(p,0) = Va(p)0 - B(p,O).

where Va( p)U is the assumed factor supply function and B( p,O) is the
net purchase of the butler stock. One possible policy function is

- I(m)0l if = 0
B(p,0) =

L.2'a(P2)O2 if6 = 0,,

with < 0 and ó2 > 0. This policy injects a constant fraction of the total
supply at the equilibrium market price in bad times and purchases a con-
stant fraction in good times. The butler stock is balanced if

i (Pi)0 + (1 - a)ô2(p2)02 = 0.

One could propose alternatives to the policy given by (8): for exam-
ple, a policy of a fixed net purchase in each state, or a policy that bounds
the movement of the equilibrium price. The policy described by (8) has the
desirable property that market supply may he expressed as

- ) ifO = 0
I"(p)8 =

1. (m)0(1 - 07) ifO = 0,.

The effect of the butler stock is a mean-preserving reduction of risk (in the
sense of Rothschild and Stiglitz 11970]) associated with the factor supply.
The optimality of this buffer stock policy is a question that is beyond the
scope of this paper.



I

A huller stock stahilitcs the supply of the vanhle facto1- hutequilibrium price distribution depends on derived denijnj
supply. Consider the case where the industry equilihriu cap:Ht ehis an interior SQl utton to the cost m mini iia ton problem both het)rc ii;after implementation of the buffer stock proi t in arid there k C\.capacity. This requires that the but1r stock only partia!lv stahijiie Uisupply of the fictor. Before the huller stock program 'se have

(10) r + (I )( p(Th, Xfl -- Ph) = 0

and

(II)
If efficient production remains interior with excess capacit after thebutler stock is implemented, it must be true that Xe,) and p(iQ - X) arc unchanged. Fhe butler stock eflectivej changes ll and ,but in equilibrium X and X may change so that (ID) and (H) still hoktThis could only occur in the long-run given the putty-clay techno]og as-sumption. In the short-run, both X and X are fixed and the butlerstock would he effective in partially stahilitjng Prices. The derieddemands would change over time until prices returnej to the origijdistribution

Figure I illustrates a potential consequence of the butler stock underthe assumed production conditions Before the Stabilization program, thesupply of the factor is V(O1) in the low state of nature and V0(Th) in thehigh state. The buffer stock reduces the variability of supply toand Ja(0). In [lie absence of a butler stock, the input price alternatesbetween p and p, and the efficient levels of industry capacities arc Xand X, In the short-run these capacities are fixed and the butler stock iseffective in reducing the price variance. Indeed, in this example, if demandfor V0 continued at X in the high state and Q0 - X in the low state thefactor price would be "high" when supply is high and "low" when supplis low,2 With excess capacj deniand can be reduced in the high state andincreased in the low state. The lictor price oufd be Stabilized at pricePb which is the value that
minimizes costs given X and X.When the price of the variable input V0 is p, it is not protitable toinstall additional capacit' for either process (ci. equations (6) and (7))Capital that deteriorates with the passage of time would not he replaceduntil the levels of capacities reached X arid X. If

k' + A', >

21 his SltUatioa is anziIogoij to the peak-load reserl problem in utiti pricing. here
I iarjfl at the time of flxi deniand may Nhmfl the peak to a dmilreit time (ce. egBailey and White i974

2 (m

rh + ((ph - p(Ot,Q0 -- Xfl) = 0.
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equations (10) and (II) still apply and the price of the variable factor
would alternate between p and p. The time path of the price distribution
is illustrated schematically in figure 2, where i is the implementation date
of the buffer stock.

The case described is special in that firms invest in excess capacity
until the marginal cost of the capacity equals the expected marginal
benefit from flexible production. There is no reason to expect this to be
typical. If there is no excess capacity in the industry that uses the variable
factor, the derived demand for the input would be independent of the
state of nature and a buffer stock would succeed in reducing the variance
of the factor price. In this case, cost-minimization per se is not a motive
for factor substitution in response to price variability, although the desire
to avoid risk ma" cause entrepreneurs to reduce the employment of a fac-
tor with a highly variable price.

We have assumed in the previous analysis that the efficient capacity
levels X* and X were interior solutions to the cost-minimization prob-
lem, Of course it may be that either X or Xh or both equal total output,
Qo. If both X0 and Xb equal Qo, a buffer stock would succeed in reducing
the price when supply is low and raising the price when supply is high.
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IIonlv X equals Q(j, the price when supply is low would remaiii station.ark' in the long-run, and a htilkr stock would raise the price when supplis high. flunk' Xh equals Q0. a hul1ir stock would succeed only in lo\er-lug the long-run price of the variable factor when supply is low In thesecases, a buffer stock would he efIectivc in changing the price in good Orbad times, but not both.
Implicit in the preceding discussion is the assumption that the butlerstock is Sufficiently S!llall that it does not lead to a discontinuous

changein the production process. In other words, if there is excess capacity be-fore the stabilization program, excess capacity Continues to he elliciemafterwards An obvious exception to this is a huller stock that perfectJstabilizes market supply. Such a program cleans succeeds in stabilizingthe factor price.

The results depend on the assumption that supply elasticities of theother inputs are very large. Perhaps most important is the supply elas-ticity of the alternative variable input J. The demand for this factor mayvary widely over a short period of time, and in the short-run the supplselasticity may be quite inelastic A butler stock ill ass partiallystabilize the price of the uncertain flctor, V, if the suppis elasticity ofVb is fInite. This may he seen frorui equation (II), noting that p niav de-pend on total demand X. The bullCr stock cllCctivels increases (i andtherefore reduces the demand tor the alternative input factor. lii doing so.the butler stock also loCfs the long-run input price in the low state ofnature, p0(U, Qo -- Xfl The bulICr stock has no efiCct in the long-run ifPh is independent of total deniand This suggests that important param-eters in empirical studies of stahilutatuon programs are the supply elastic-ities of alternative variable inputs.
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4. I)i.siiinti IDNAI. N ',sc i
The etlect of a huffiar stock program on production costs ill he con-

sidered for the case in which the capacity levels .V and .k are positive hut
1c.s than Q0, and the sum of .V ulus X5 exceeds Q, This is the interior
solution with excess capacity. Rehrring to figure I, a (small) buffer stock
changes the long-run efficient capacity levels from .k' to .V and from .k'
to X,. If the supply of the alternative variable factor is pertectl elastic,
the butler stock has no effect on the price distribution alter X and X,, are
adjusted to their efficient levels. The actual magnitudes of X and Xh are
determined by the conditions

Q1 Xfl = Pa('1 , -
and

P(02' X,) = ..V,),

provided the solution reflha!ns interior with excess capacity.
The effect of the butler stock on the total production cost may he

lion- determined by rewriting equation (3) as
PPLY (12) C'(Q0) = 1r + (I )[p(Th, X) --

)Wer-
these + 1r5 + (}[J) - Pa(0i' )] I

d or + , - X,,) 4 (I - a)Ph Qc.

When there is an interior solution with excess capacity, equations ( iO
U er and (II) hold and the tirst two bracketed terms in equation (12) are iero.
Cit1L Total production costs are simply

cient C(Q0) = kpa(Oi,Qo - Xb) + (I -
ctty The total cost of production is not affected by a small buffer stock pro-

izing gram if the price, Ph' is independent of the industry derived demand. The
total installed capacity is lower with a bulfer stock. This lowers total

the capacity costs, but the variable cost of production is increased because
elas- there is less input flexibility when installed capacity is reduced. In equilib-
may rium, the savings from the reduction of installed capacity arc just offset by
pplv the increase in expected operating costs from reduced flexibility.

tially
iv of 5. EQuuJnRtc1

de-
arid There has been no mention as yet of equilibrium in the market for

, the industry's output. This is somewhat perverse, since most discussions
te of of flexibility are concerned with the cost of varying the level of output

if rather than the cost of adapting to fluctuating input prices. Output van-
ram- ability was the motivation for Stigler's 11939] discussion of static efficiency

astic- versus flexibility, and the work on inventory theory and models., of which
Mills [1962], Orr [19671 and Arrow [1958] are but a very small sample, is

29



largely concerned with this issue A production technology " rh OUtpi
I1exi1)ilit has a relatively "tlat' short-run average cost CU(', Sti that ad-
jtistnients in output can he niaulc s ithoini appreciahk changi
piod Ucti() fl CostS.3

A production technology that a It L)r(I OUtput hex ibiljt
flnl

necessarily oiler flexibility with regard to lactor price changes lhere
he a positive correlation in the two kinds of h1exihilit if m incr.,
(decrease) in the supply oh an input tacto r leads to a Ia rue increase Uk-
crease) in the efficient level of industr output, since this n1a limit u
fluctuations in the input price. Whether this is so depends, hosever
the demand elasticity for industry output and the level (it the derived
demand for the factor.

Solutions to the cost-minim itatnon problem (3) that have esce
capacity clearly exhibit some output tiexihility. Let Q( P) he the demand
function for industry output, where I' is the price of OUtl)(it IF there i
excess capacity, the marginal cost of output is p if II II: and PaPI.
Qo Xh ) otherwise. Writing p', for PaU 'h) and p; for p(Th, k.>expected profits are

11 = pQ( J)) - (phX + p,( Q( p,) - X ))
+ (I - a)phQ(p) - (I)Xa + Ph(Q(ph)

(rdXa + rhkh).

Provided there is an interior solution with excess capacit so that

X, + X, > >

the necessary conditions for profIt-maximization are given h (10) and
(II), with Q( p) replacing Q in (It). There is no the additional con-
dition that capacity increase until expected profits are zero.

A market equilibrium is illustrated in figure 3. The curves S and S:
are short-run supply functions corresponding to 0 = ll and Th. The
capacities X and X, are the long-run equilibrium solutions to (3). For
0 = 0, the output price cannot exceed Ph for Q <: (although it could
be less). 1-or Q > X, the output price is p(O , Q - ,i ) as long as there
is excess capacity. Similarly, when 0 0, the output price is hounded
above by p(0,, Q) for Q . , and equals p for Q .'i as long a
total capacity is not exceeded.

If a butler stock changes the distribution of 0, hut the cOst-flhininhi/-
ing solution for X and remain interior with excess capacity, there i
again no eflect on the equilibrium price distribution. In general, the argu-
ments made previously for the case of a constant output also apply when

Morc pr-ci' S tcr11nishiji ih quant;i.ILie rnptiaiiris ol ilie s(,liI CIliiCiKI1cxibilit ir.ideoll cn he mude h ,ippi ii1 qLJur1it(jijsc cIiod5 deeloped h Ius IIJNtcIuddn (1971>

(13)
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industry output adjusts to a zero expected profit equilibrium. The Ofli

difference is that the price of the input depends on output demand elas-
ticity as well as on the factor supply elasticity, and the derived demand
for the fIxed factor is more elastic than in the case of a fixed output.

6. SUMMARY

In the long-run, both the level of derived deniand for a particular fac-

tor and the elasticity of substitution between the factor arid others depend
on the expected distribution of input prices and demand. The distribution
of prices. in turn, depends on both factor supply and aggregate derived
demand. The main point of this paper is to illustrate the potential inipor-
tance of these relations in the design of commodity price stabilization
programs. We have shown that in sonic cases, a buffer stock may have a
negligible impact on prices in the long run, although there may he inipor-
tant welfare implications. The results presented in this paper clearly de-
pend on the assumption of rational expectations on the part of producers.
The consequences of rational expectations for a stabilization program
using buffer stocks parallel the effects of rational expectations on the
adjustments to nionctarv policy, described by Lucas [19721, Sargent and
Wallace [1975] and others.

There are two directions in which this ork should be extended. The
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/
/ first concerns the ob;ectives of a commodity stahih,ation progriiti It I,
fbeen implicitly assumed that reduction of' price vo!0ti!jt N the ()h1e01

Of a stahih/atiffll proer:int, aithouch it is clear that price stahilj,ati)
does not implY the sta hili,ation of incoriles Fhc u 1sequce,

(11 uflcr.native programs, such as Ior ;iid ma rkets and tariffs, should he
.sidered.4 A program that does hot interfere s it h coin moditv price., ortotal supplies ss II have no effects on the choke of' prod Uct On technique

and therefore xviII not cive firms ails incentiVe to shift the
burden of risk..

hearing. I lowever, alteriiative programs will have diflerentiaf
efFects ontotal welfare and the distribution of gains between producers and COn-

sumers Secondly, the d!slinctiofl betss ecu the short and long
run has n

been made prectse. 'T'his is particularI important when the distribution
of prices is not k urns n and additional in format loll iiia bee one avaiIihkthat is relevant lo the choice of technique At issue here is the meaninJ ci'
rational expectations i!I a world of imperfect and changing inf'orrna1
and considerable work remains to he done in modelling the dynamics of
economica Ifs eflicien I process change under these conditions

niier.,jjj / ( 'a/i/ornjj Iierke/tv

I he results Icnd in tins paper do not hiit on the ahscnec of foris:rrd rnar(
I tie Iii,iIrlterrjit..c 0 e\ces eapait\ niai allan the risk-neutrat lion to herretit Ironr inpt
P° S4FijihjIit\ \ trrnr 11]ifl ha'.c 110 irlCel1tie to Corltr.ic-i 4t a iruiraritced tornard pri

R EL' JR j: N 'J:5
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liaik. I ird I \ lute. t074. ''Reser.,,its iii Peal.. ard 0l('pcak Prices." Bell Joural
o/i(nh:h . 5(0. . i . Spring. 7 92
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